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Ef JAKU! (vhe advanced forrn of T'ai Chi Chih practice)

Head of the T'ai Chi Chih Community Ed Altman (leftforeground)leads71 newly-accredited
Seijakuteachers and1O auditorsr,hrough apractice atone of thelargeetSeijakuteacher
trainings everl Held in Eureka, MO in late May, the training was lhe frrst one held in the U.9. in
more than three years. ()ee pg. 14 for coverage.)

OnemoreSeiiakutnachertraininLisscheduledforlhisyear, inOctober, inRingwood,NJ. (5ee
"Calendar of Events" for details.)
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Letter from the Editor
Well,l do have news this quarter! So,let me begin...

t of all, Ed and I have moved to the island of Kauai in the state of
By the time you all receive this issue,we'll be settling in. The oppor-

to move there was a surprise to us when it first become apparent in
and it was a big decision to move halfway across the Paciftc

What prompted the move? Many of you know that Ed has worked
in the technology sector for the last 1 5 years, and that he earns our bread

butter there (not from our work for theT'at Chi Chih community). Well,
in the current economy,the technology sector has been hord hit since

2001 , with many layoffs. Ed has been out of work for 9 | /2 months
the last l8 months. He has decided to leave the field of technology at this

ime and move into something more solid-insurance. He's been presented
ith a wonderful opportunity to train in this new field with a seasoned pro

(who also hoppens to be an old friend from the lost 25 years). Since he'll be
he will be able to set his own schedule,which means he'll be

to continue to take a substantial amount of time off from that work to
devote to his work for the TCC Community.

How will our move affect theTcc community? For the remainder of this
',there won't be too much change. ln addition to leading the teachers'

in August, Ed will be conducting the advertised teacher troining
in Edmonton, AB, Canada (Sept.) and Ringwood, NJ (Oct.), as well as

previously-planned Seijaku course just prior to the NJ training. He will not
conducting the teacher training in Albuquerque, NM in November,and
also had to cancelthe Seijaku workshop scheduled for mid-July in

TeacherTrainer PamTowne will conduct the Albuquerque
ond the teacher renewal just before. (See "Calendar of Events" for

details on the events mentioned).

The real changes in Ed's event scheduling will begin next year. All future
with Ed will have to be coordinated so they can occur pretty much

-to-back once he reaches the U.S. Mainland. This will keep the travel
down for all involved. Having just promoted Pam and Sandy McAlist-

to "TeacherTrainers" at the end of last year turns out to have been perfect
timing. They will continue to share in the conducting of events, along with

. Both of them will conduct teacher trainings next year, and in the future.

the next rssue ofThe Vital Force, Ed will have a Kauai PO. Box and phone
listed on the "Contocts" page. Between now and then, our mail will

be forwarded. You can continue to use the addresses listed on the
"Contacts" page. Teachers, Ed's e-mail address will not change, if you want

continued on page 2
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Readers Res pond
Hi Noel - Thanks for the many
ways you and your staff are helping
to keep the TCC community in
touch with one another. The article
on teaching middle grade students
from the March 2002 issue has been
very helpfulto me because I have
been asked to suggest ways TCC
practice might be used with school-
chi ldren, part icularly in the elemen-
tary schools of the New York
Archdiocese, who live near or have
otherwise been affected by the
World Trade Center disaster. . . .

Sr. Mary Reynolds
Sparkill,NY

Dear Noel,
I know you sent me a renewal
notice for TheVital Force. Well, I
carefully put it somewhere, and now
I can't find it! So,would you please
send me another one?

I took the course again with Sandy
lMcAlisterl and learned a surprising
amount. My practice is going well. I
lost over 20 pounds last year and
have noticed increased lung capaci-
ty. Since I have asthma, my doctor
gave me one of those measuring
devices. 5o I know the increase is
real, not subjective. Numbers don't
l i e . . . .

MaryTeetor Zablotny
San Froncisco, CA
(Student of Sandy McAliste)

lEditor's Note: Mary, my old student
from San Francisco, it's great to hear
about your success! Twenty pounds
is quite an achievement, and the
increased lung capacity is fantastic!

I told you allyou'd be in great hands
with Sandy taking over the Kaiser
classes. l'm very pleased to hear of
you being willing to start again, with
"beginner's mind"and see what you
can learn this time. There are so
many fayers to T'ai Chi Chih practice.

I have put another renewal form in
the mail to you. Thanks for your loyal
membershipU

. . . By the way Noel, the last VFJ
issue was smashing. lsn't spring a
beautiful season!!! Later,

Sandy McAlister
Hayward,CA

. . . As you probably know, we in
the S.F. Bay Area are in the process
of setting up our own website, and
in preparing for this,l've looked at
the TCC website. I keep seeing a
typo that perhaps you could cor-
rect. In the first section, one of the
benefits states: "Does not requires
physical fitness," etc.

We're keeping our info.at a mini-
mum, and having a direct l ink to the
TCC.org site, so it will encourage
people to look further into it.

Keep up the good work on the VFJ;
I have a small inkl ing of how much
work it is to get that thing out every
quarter, and we do appreciate hav-
ing it for inspiration. Love,

Barbara Riley
Orinda,CA

lEditor's Note: Thank you for bring-
ing the typo to our attention. we
have corrected it.l

I  would l ike a 2nd subscript ion, as a
one year trial to see if students like
to look at it in class.

Don't want to risk damage to [issues
froml my main subscription!

Carolyn Allenby
Annandale, NJ

lEditor's Note: Carolyn,who is
already a teacher member of the
Vital Force Association, enclosed a
check for S25 for a second ("stu-
dent") subscription. This is a great
way to offer the VFJ tor use in classes,
either by leaving it out during breaks
for perusal by students, or even cre-
ating a "lending library" whereby stu-
dents can check out an issue for a
week at a time before returning it fol
the next student. More and more
teachers are doing this as a service to
their classes. Then, interested stu-
dents may wish to sign up them-
sefves and begin receiving theVFt.

Approximately 50-660/o of teacher can-
didates entering their teacher training
are afready receiving fheVital Force
(usually for the year or two prior to
their training). Because their teacher
training fee includes a one-year sub-
scription lo The Vital Force, w e just
convert the "student" membership to
"teacher" and add an extra year to
their existingVFl expfuation date.

Itt a great tool to use in educating
teacher prep students about the
standards involved, how best to pre-
pare, and to also begin to get ideas
about where they might teach, and to
what sorts of populations. Discuss-
ions can be targeted to ideas men-
tioned in articles, as well, beginning a
dialogue between student and
teacher about teaching.

Thank you, Carolyn, for offering lhe
Vital Force to your studentsll
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The lmportance of Chi
By Justin Stone

p!ecause I am anxious for T'aiChiChih teachers
lJand students to understand the importance of
Chi and of the TCC practice that enables us to know
the CHI and use it to our advantage-nothing is
more important-l am going to devote most of this
article to quoting Swami
Rama of India,who once
held the prestigious
position of Shankara-
charya of Southern lndia.
Swami says:

Prana (Chi) means
'first unit of energy in
man.' The Prona (Chi)
which sustains life in the
human body is the cause
of the expansion of the
universe. Anything you
find in the phenomenal
world is the manifestation
of Chi. The breaths are the
vehicles for Chi. The
breath of the individual is
a proctical manifestation
of Chi,the Cosmic Breath.
The body and the func-

by the power of Chi. Every object in this

All animate and inanimate objects of this uni-
verse are results of the vibration of Chi. This vibration
of Chi is the prime cause of all events happening in the
universe. Chi is the Cosmic life principle. lt is that
which makes us living beings and producesvibrations.

Without vibrations and
movements this world
would not exist. We are
able to live because every
part of the immeasurable
realm of Chi is constantly
vibrating. We are, in fact,
nothing but a moss of
vibrations-a unit of the
energy of the infinite
Cosmic Chi. This Cosmic
Chi,the Cosmic energy
that is sometimes called
"lntrinsic Energy," in the
Orient, exists from eternity
to eternity. Everything is
caused by the Chi,which
has its own laws. CHI is
the Universal Life. All of us
have come into existence
by the power of Chi. Every
object in this Universe

Universe obeys the order of the same

tioning of its organs are dependant on Chi. Thought,
speech, and sensation follow the Chi. lt is Chi that
maintains the life-link between the physicaland the
mental.

Chi is not only the life principal in the individuol
but it is also the Cosmic principle. Chi is the vital force
in a living being which is incessantly active,whether
one is awake or asleep.

When the Chi departs the body, all other
orgons follow. The breathing system is the vehicle of
chi.

obeys the order of the same Mother Energy,the CHl.

This is pretty powerful stuff, I admit. I will
soon be 86 years of age and have not noticed much
deterioration mentally or physically, though I can-
not speak for the future. Undoubtedly this is due to
T'aiChiChih practice, and I am certainly grateful for
the T'ai Chi Chih discipline making it possible to
somewhat merge with this all-powerfulforce. lf the
T'ai Chi Chrh movements are practiced consistently
and correctly, one can get the eternal benefits. ls
superficial activity a better way to expend your
efforts? Think about it.

'Chi is the Cosmic life principle. lt is that
which makes us living beings and pro-
duces vibrations. Without vibrations and
movements this world would not exist.
We are oble to live because every part of
the immeasurable realm of Chi is con-
stqntly vibrating. We are, in fact, nothing
but a mass of vibrations-a unit of the
energy of the infinite Cosmic Chi. .
Everything is caused by the Chi, which
has its own laws. CHI is the Universal
Life. All of us have come into existence

Mother Energy, the CHl."
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The Path of Unity
By Ed Altman

Hnt askbd "f*ow.,Co

ig aurlnu ttr"-*Ait.J
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March 16-17.2002

By Donna McElhose
Event host

Come
Students

And Teachers
Workshop Offered

Awaking
Insights

New

Come: they did-from many
places.

Students: 33 in all, some from the
local area and others from as far
away as New York, Mississippi, and
Wisconsin.

And Teachers: 10 from Chicago-
land, St. Louis, MO,5t. Paul, MN, Bates-
ville,lN. Some of these instructors
have been practicing the TCC move-
ments for several years, while

More than 40 students and teachers
benefit from teacher trainer's visit to lL

Wendy Howard and
Diana Durkin are
newly accredited
instructors. Both stu-
dents and instructors
came to deepen their
understanding of
theirTCC practice.

Workshop Offered:
the first opportunity
in three-and-a-half
years for area TCC
students and teach-
ers to have a teachel
trainer come and
lead a workshop. The
weekend began on
Friday night with an
abundant potluck
dinner put on by
local students Bobbie
Weichman, Nancy
Lecraw Barbara
Neises, Diane
McQueen, Clare and
Gregg Bradley, Rudy
Caday and Jan Kirsch.
The dinner al lowed
the workshop attendees to meet
and get to know each other before
the workshop itself. For students in
the local area, it was great meeting
TCC students and teachers from
other places, expanding the TCC
community.

Awaking: the joy of each movement
is what Course Instructor Sandy
McAlister, teacher trainer, provided
in the day-long review and practice
on Saturday. After a few minutes of
signing in and getting settled, we
formed a circle and began the day.
She covered the 20 movements in

turn, and there was a brief time for
comments on most of the move-
ments. Many of the attendees took
notes as we went along. I believe
everyone would say that there was
an awakened spirit to their TCC
practice that they could take home.

lnsights: offered by Sandy into the
softness, synch ron icity, and ci rcula rity
of the moves gave many of us much
to think about. We appreciated her
demonstration of flowing from the
center, body al ignment and weight
shift. As we each followed Sandy's
lead, we found that her grace of no
effort took us some effort to
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achieve, but insight brought each
movement closer to becoming a
part of the whole.

New: friends, new feelings, and a
new practice. Each attendee
received something special for
him/herself, perhaps making their
TCC practice new to them.

SpecialThankYou to the student
volunteers who made this work-
shop flow so smoothly: Nancy
Lecraw Bobbie Weichman, Clare
Bradley, Diana McQueen,Jan Kirch,
Barbara Neises, Jeanne Lohfink and
the husbands who showed up to
help move those heavy tables.
Thank you! This was a success
because of your commitment.

Donna was the most gracious host.
The room provided was beautiful and
warm,ond working with Sandy again
a joyous learning experience. Thank
you all!

-Wendy Howard
lnstructor

The entire program sustained
excellent focus throughout. Although
the 40+ was a large group, individual
attention was still given. The net
results: everybody came away with
ideas to help them take their practice
to the next level. Sondy's direction
was excellent and Donna's preparo-
tion and facilities couldn't be better.
Follow this workshop os a model. You
won't go wrong.

- Rudy Caday
Student of Donna McElhose

What a marvelous day! Careful,
lovingly going through each move-
ment/eage r qu estion s thoug htfu I ly
answered/a joyous spirit throughout.
Sandy could not have been more
patiently helpfulto oll of us. And
Donno and her helpers could not
have been more welcoming. I know
that lwillbe able to use some of her
suggestions in my own practice and
feel very grateful for that. Thank you!

- Anne Perkins
Instructor

It is so wonderfulto gather with
others outside of a particular class
setting. Sometimes lfeel a little
isolated when I practice. There's a
marvelous energy when gathered
with others. Thank you.

- DianaWelsh Durkin
lnstructor

Thankyou Sandy, Donna and
students. Thankyou T'ai Chi Chih
Ipractice]!

- Robin Kidd
lnstructor

A true feeling of Trust and
Community was developed thru
Sandy's soft, and clear teaching. Her
ability to listen,with no judgmental
attitude helped me to internalize the
principles. MyThanks to you.

- Fran Spellman
Student of Paula Weiner
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April 18-21,2002

Sedona , AZTCC retreat boasts another
great turnout for second straight year

By Nancy Lecraw
Student of Donna McElhose

AT'ai Chi Chih retreat in Sedona
with Ed Altman! With anticipation,
excitement, and a little apprehension,
five of us, students of Donna McEl-
hose,left l l l inois in mid-Apri l for Ari-
zona. The excitement was, in part,
the prospect of spending four days
in the gentle, warm sunshine (quite
unlike the cloudy, cold springs typi-
cal of the Midwest). Our anticipation
was of learning and exploring new
ways to deepen our practice with
others who shared our enthusiasm.

When we arrived at the retreat
center, Course Host Deanne Hodg-
son welcomed us and the 50 other
students and teachers. Eighteen
states and Canada were represented.
"We were over 50 very diverse peo-
ple, widely spread in age, geographic
area, interests, experience, and tem-

perament'j said Clare Bradley, stu-
dent of Donna McElhose. "The
almost immediate atmosphere of

acceptance and mutual support was
pretty amazing'1

Since this was not only a work-
shop but also a retreat, Deanne
had planned that there would be
a flow between T'ai Chi Chih in-
struction and practice, relaxation,
ceremony, and celebration. In
this lovely place, Sedona, Ed's
hope was that everyone would
feel the inner stillness and appre-
ciate the beauty surrounding
them. From the beginning of
Thursday evening's candle lighting
ceremony to the last practice Sun-
day morning, I felt  an increasing
sense of peace, focus, and grati-
tude to those teachers and stu-
dents so ready to share their
experiences and to offer their
help in our T'ai Chi Chih practice.

The Vital Force



We started each
day with aT'aiChi
Chih set done in
the early morning
sun. The air was a
little cool, but the
energy we created
seemed to warm
me. Breakfast fol-
lowed, and later,
sessions with Ed.
The presence of
Teacher Trainer
Pam Towne was a
real bonus. In al l ,
we had six ses-
sions, all of us
together with
times when experienced teachers
helped students. Ed made general
comments about T'aiChiChih prac-
tice, specific comments about the
movements, and demonstrated the
movements, fol lowed by practice.
Before coming to the retreat, I had
learned some about proper al ign-
ment, shifting of the weight, the
concept of letting go, the release of
tension, and the importance of what
Justin Stone calls "the interior land-
scape." The importance of sensing
and feeling as one
continues to do the
movements, to feel
the chi expand and
contract, were little-
known abstractions
before, but became
much more clear
during the two-
and-a-half days.
Jeann6 Lofinlc stu-
dent of Donna
McElhose, com-
mented,"(lt was
wonderful) to relax
and learn from the
chi. The concept of
feeling my way
along was a new
one, because it

implied respect of listening to my
body and the chi." Bobbie
Weichman, another of Donna's stu-
dents, added,"l learned to look at
my practice from a new point of
view: to really put'self'aside when
practicing, to think less and just feel
the moves and be aware of the chi."

Between sessions we climbed the
red rocks to enjoy the panorama of
colorfulformations around us. We
investigated the hiking paths, dis-

covered an unex-
pected waterfall, a
golden statue of the
spir i t  Dahn Gun, and
several energy vor-
texes. Sometimes,
we just sat quietly
and absorbed the
serenity. The retreat
center also serves as
a healing center, and
whatever our differ-
ent views, it did
seem we were
"standing on holy
ground" - the
theme of the
retreat.

Evenings were times to gather in
the conference center or around the
bonfire, sharing experiences about
T'ai Chi Chih practice, experiencing
peacefulness, or celebrating with
dancing, blowing bubbles, and play-
ing musical instruments.

At home, we often begin our T'ai
ChiChih classes with a thought of
gratitude. Today, I have many such

thoughts regarding
the retreat: to the 80-
year-old Florida
ladies, brand new to
T'aiChi Chih practice,
who inspired me with
their spir i t  and sense
of adventure, to
Deanne for her gra-
ciousness,and to Ed,
Pam, Noel, and al l  the
other teachers and
students who helped
me feel a part of the
T'aiChiChih commu-
nity.

Would the five of us
go again? In a heart-
beat.
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May 4,2002

By Athene Mantle
Event Host

A bright l ight was shining from
the Oakland hi l ls on May 4th as 44
T'aiChiChih teachers and students
gathered for an all-day workshop in
Northern California. Participants
arrived with open hearts and all
smiles ready to sink into the theme
"Going Deeper and Building Com-
munity'l Our workshop instructor,
new Teacher Trainer Pam Towne,
ski l l ful ly led us with her gentle and
flowing manner to a new level of
awareness both with each other
and in our practices. Pam had every-
one ground, focus in the soles of the
feet, soften the knees, and carefully
get their balance each time before
stepping out. For new teacher Bev
Geiger, this lesson really sank in. New
teacher Lois Arrigotti was grateful for
a deeper sense of connectedness
between hands and feet learned
from Pam's lesson on synchronicity.
Kendelyn Beclc one of the 25 stu-
dents and one of five future teacher
candidates, said,"Pam is an excellent
teacher. I certainly came away with
much to incorporate into my prac-
tice..." Everyone also felt fortunate
to have newTeacherTrainer Sandy
McAlister join us in the afternoon
and assist us with her expertise.

An amazing energy accumulated
in the room as the day progressed.
"lntense, wonderful and full of won-
der"was how student Maureen Mur-
phy described the day. lt is certain
that teacher Judith Schwartz was not

Teacher trainer leads fi rst T'ai Chi
Chih workshop in CA in two years

alone in her"experiential knowing of
JOY"as the day unfolded. ltt no
wonder that our closing practice
was extraordinary as we silently
came to a gentle conclusion - 44
people moving as one. Teacher Vir-
ginia Cepeda expressed it beautifully
when she said that as the workshop
concluded,"Many of us were filled
with wonderful and varied feelings,
but LOVE touched us all'j

We are truly blessed and wish to
give thanks to Justin for this beauti-
ful gift to us all. For the T'ai Chi Chih
Community a new era has begun as
Ed Altman, along with Pam Towne,
Sandy McAlister and the many dedi-
cated f'ai Chi Chih teachers gently
guide us into the new mil lenium.

ee Cepeda, and teachers Sally Mclaughlin
nd Roberta Taggart smile during a break.
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Exploring old boundaries, discovering
new ways to be, and expanding con-
sciousness is what the workshop was
allabout.

- RobertaTaggart
lnstructor

Pam told us to begin each movement
by sinking our weight into one foot ond
then waiting untilwe felt balanced be-
fore stepping out,to avoid having to
rush to catch our balance....l've surely
read or heard this before, but this time,
lwas really ready to hear it. Sandy
mentioned that people are only able
to absorb a certain amount of infor-
mation ot one time,that learning is a
process of adding small amounts of
information to what's been learned
before. Both concepts were expressed
in the context of practicing and teach-
ing theTCC form. Yet they apply to the
inner practice which for me involves
an ongoing struggle with patience
and self-acceptance. Many thanks to
you Athene,for making the workshop
learn i ng opportu nity possi ble.

- Bev Geiger
lnstructor

I have a deep
sense of grateful-
ness - to Pam
for taking the
time to lead this
workshop; it was
wonderfulwork-
ing with her to
refine my move-
ments,to
Athene for all of
her efforts to put
together such a
successful, enjoy-
able day,to my
fellow attendees
for coming to-
gether to learn
and shore how
T 'a iCh i  Ch ih
practice hos ben-
efited their lives,
and to my instructor, Sandy McAlister,
who has helped me refine my practice
on a weekly basis. Their enthusiasm
for this form of moving meditation is
truly contagious!

- LisaThorburn
F utu re Teacher Ca ndidate

What I didn't know before this work-
shop: That the first two movements
are considered warm-ups and there is
no need for a physicalwarm-up
before starting.

- Mary Jone Holmes
Student of Sandy McAlister

It was nice to see everybody doing
the same thing. I could concentrate
on refinement because everyone
knew the movements.

- Gail Thistle
Student of llse "Joy" Meyer

Saturday was my first introduction
to theTCC community, and it was
marvelous. My gratitude to you for oll
that you did to make it all happen. I
continue to feel the gentle, connecting,
opening energy of the day.

- Susan Kenney
F utu re Teach e r Ca n di date
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May 10-12,2002

First TCC teachers'retreat held in MN
By Na ncy Werner-Azarski

Event Co-Host

The idea for a teacher's retreat
came out of our regional meeting at
the national conference in California
2001. We discussed it with Ed. He
thought it was a good idea and so
we started the planning process.
What we hoped for in hosting the
retreat, was to have a small number
of teachers with the intention of
working intensely on their personal
practice. Our two main goals were
to have lots of practice time and
specific feedback from Ed about each
individual's practice. After reading
the evaluations, I think we were able
to reach both of those goals.

We started on Friday at 3pm and
concluded on Sunday after lunch.
The schedule was flexible except for
meals as we held the event at a Ben-

edictine sister's center. Ed Altman led
each session and we were excited to
also have Teacher Trainer Sandy Mc-
Alister there to give assistance with
the teaching. Thirty people attend-
ed but we believe 40 would be the

maximum number in
order to achieve indi-
vidualfeedback. Some
attendees commuted
each day but most
stayed at the center
and felt that added to
their experience. The
daytime sessions in-
cluded lecture and prac-
tice. Ed concentrated on
stance, forward/back-
ward shifting of the
weight and side-to-side
shifting of the weight.
On Friday evening we
discussed the movement
checklist and teacher's
training. The discussion
officially ended at 8pm
but most of the group
stayed-we tell you this
so you know when you

host your retreat,you need snacks!
Saturday evening was centered on
sharing an experience or a reading/
quote/book that had assisted you
on your T'aiChiChrh journey. This
session was mostly about the form-
less aspect of T.C.C. practice. And as
one evaluation form said, it was a
great time to build community.

Our first goal,lots of practice time,
depends on your definition of prac-
tice. ls it only how many times you
get in a complete practice of the
form or how much moving we were
able to do? From the evaluations,
we did not have enough complete
practices of the form but everyone
liked the opportunities to make cor-
rections in their stance and shifting
of the weight. As more retreats are
held, each community wil l  need to
solve that issue in their own way.
And our second goal, individual
feedback on one's form, had come
out of our local community's discus-
sion. We asked Ed and Sandy to
give us specific feedback during one
of our first sessions. Ed asked for

12 Tlee Vital Force



permission for them to do so and
everyone agreed. lt went extremely
well as one heard Sandy and Ed say
"You're moving better" or "Good" as
often as they made corrections. Be-
sides the content, this was the best
gift that they gave us. Ed encouraged
us to act as a mirror for our fellow
teachers as a way to deepen each
other's practice. For 28 teachers,
giving and receiving corrections will
be much easier as we follow their
example. When you host your teach-

er's retreat, you may set other goals,
but irregardless of your intended
goals, the best unintentional result
is building the community of T.C.C.
teachers. l t  was l ike attending the
national conference without the num-
numbers and going to teacher's
training without the pressure. How-
ever, this does not replace either one.
There is nothing like being with 200+
T.C.C. teachers and it is always a
learning experience to audit teacher's
training and to commit to the new
teachers. This retreat option does
allow for intense, individual deepen-
ing of yourT.C.C practice. We hope
that other communities offer this
retreat option as an additional
learning experience for teachers.
Anyone interested in details about
the schedule or planning, please
contact us at ronbarker@attbi.com.

The content was unforgettable. As
one participant said,"l can't wait to
incorporate this way of thinking and
feeling into my practice'i Ed's lectures
and moving,along with Sandy's
input, were very helpful. The idea of
softening the leg as you shift the
weight to it was presented by Ed in

words and example. lt was so help-
ful that we hope he wil l  write and
speak more about it.

On a personal note, I want to thank
the teachers who attended. They
made the event joy-filled. I want to
thank Ron Barker and Sharon Sloper
as they made the planning easy.
And we al l  want to thank the sisters
at the Benedictine center-the ener-
gy was so positive and supportive.

At the end of the retreat, I noticed
for the first time in three days, this
broken ceramic pot in a brightly lit
display case. The edge or lip of the
pot was jagged and incomplete in
one spot. A similar complete pot was
next to it. The incomplete pot caught
my eye and it seemed so beautiful to
me. lt reminded me of myT.C.C.
practice, not complete and yet so
beautiful. Thank you to Ed and Sandy
for their teaching and commitment.
And thank you for honoring us where
we are and helping us to see/feel
where T.C.C. practice can lead us.

And one last thank you. Thank
you Justin. We are so thankful
for your life and your gift of the
T.C.C. practice. Our hearts are
filled with gratitude.
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May 24-26,2002

New Seijaku teachers total 31 at
one of largest trainings ever held

By Kathy Albers
Course Host

I 'm f inding that writ ing an art icle
about a Seijaku training that I've
just hosted to be challenging as I
continue to enjoy the results of the
weekend's events. Part of me says,
"Just the facts M'am." But the train-
ing has been so profound that the
facts seem to understate what really
occurred. I feelfacts alone take
away from the depth that I and
many other attendees experienced.

what might one expect to encoun-
ter in a three day Seijaku accredita-
tion training? lmagine a retreat set-
ting 40 minutes from the city, with
birds and frogs singing, a river, walk-
ing trails, swings and benches. Add
a deeply heart felt spiritual growth
opportunity. Mix in personal discov-
ery while being in a community that
feels safe and supportive and top it
off with fun. That's what we had at
the May 24-26,2002 Seijaku Accred-
itation and teachers renewal, just
outside 5t. Louis, in Eureka, MO.

Ed Altman led the 31 trainees
along with 10 auditors,f irst with an
optional three hours of Tai Chi Chih
basics [during a Teachers'Renewal
on Fridayl. Fine tuning ourTai Chi
Chih practice led the way to deeper
understanding of the concepts of
Seijaku. Holding fast and letting go,
soft and hard, we learned and
relearned Justin Stone's "maximum
chi program'j Within the depths of
the Seijaku experience, "letting go"
takes on different forms. There was
lett ing go of inhibit ions, preconcep-

tions of what Seijaku would be, of
material possessions, of past experi-
ences,and expectations. Some of
the group shared their weekend's
processing and noted shifts in con-
sciousness as well as physicality as
the energy moved through them.

Because of the large size of the
group, Ed said this was the size of
conferences years ago. In a way it
kind of reminded me of a confer-
ence. People came from 16 differ-
ent states. lt was like a bunch of
good friends getting together with
a purpose. Saturday night some of
us took an optional "f ield tr ip" to
the big city (5t. Louis) and got the
best frozen custard on the planet,
"Ted Drewes" on historical Route 66.

Even though I hosted the event
with help from Catherine Mil lman

and Gale Portman, I actually got to
participate in the whole training.
Everything seemed to flow easily.
I'm sure the group had a lot to do
with it. Everyone who was there
had a mature and responsible atti-
tude in their approach to the Sei-
jaku experience. Ed led the course
with humil i ty and wit. I  am grateful
to the people who attended. They
were an awesome group.

Although the Seijaku training is
over, many people made commit-
ments to deepen their practice.
Now we all have a few more tools
with which to do so. The Chi helps
to mature our practice, and the con-
sciousness of the T'ai Chi Chih family
continues to unify. We are grateful
for the knowledge that Justin Stone
has freely given us.

And the new Seijaku teachers are...(in olphabetical orderJ: Nancy Adams, Steve Albers, Andy
Anderson, Bobbie Anderson, Renza Baker, Mary Cameris, Deborah Cole, Sherry Corson, Deedie

Margery Erickson, Lucy Ann Fleischman, Ted Fleischman, Constance Fraatz, Roseann
inrich, Marty Henry, Stella Jaidar, Darlene Karasik, Robin Kidd, Susan Kissinger, Blair Laden,

Lehman, Marian Massman, Catherine Millman, Bil l Mishler, Gale Portman, Holly Sanders,
Shorr, Lucky Sikora,Vida Wackerling, Mickey White, Mary Wichmann. Also pictured:
rse Host Kathy Albers and Course Instructor Ed Altman. Photo provided by Kathy Albers
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June 8 2002

First-ever TCC workshop in Indiana
attracts 43 teachers and students

By Donnis Minx
and Ann Daly
Event Co-Hosts

The lndiana polis T'ai Chi Chih
community relaxed into the soles of
its feet and accepted the challenge
to host the first-everTCC workshop
in this area during the weekend of
June 8-9,2002. The result was a
day-and-a-half of learning, fellow-
ship and deepened T'ai ChiChih
practice for teachers and students
from across the Midwest.

On Saturday, Teacher Trainer Pam
Towne led a group of 43 students

and teachers through a day of prac-
tice and renewal. Gathered at the
Unitarian-Universalist Church of
Indianapolis, we enjoyed the round-
room sanctuary meeting space. Win-
dows around the room surrounded
us with the sights and sounds of a
beautiful late spring day. Colorful
kites already hung in the sanctuary
made for a festive atmosphere and
an ever-present reminder for each
participant to "float on the breeze'j

Although the participants were
from six states (lndiana, lllinois,
Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri,  and
Ohio), practicing together in one

large circle
quickly
brought us
together in
the spirit of
theT'ai Chi
Chih com-
munity.
Pam's fre-
quent, gen-
tle coaxing
to "relax into
the soles of
the feet"
kept us
grounded.

Sunday
morning's
program
provided
eight
advanced
students
and six
teachers

the opportunity to delve deeper
into their practice. In addition to
leading us through the moves and
principles of the T'ai Chi Chih disci-
pl ine, Pam also discussed the
requirements for successful teacher
candidate preparation. During our
four short hours together at one of
the OASIS sites where manyTCC
classes have been taught,we
refined moves, deepened our
understanding, and recom mitted
ourselves to T'ai Chi Chih practice.
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Calendar of Events
1 7TH ANNUAL INTERNATIONAT
T'AI CHI CHIH TEACHERS' CONFERENCE
Location: SanAntonio,TX
Contact: Stella Jaidar c/o

The Center for Spirituality & the Arts
4707 Broadway
San Antonio,TX 78209
Stella's Phone: (210) 349-7597
e-mail: Sjaidar@stic.net

SEIJAKU TEACHER TRAINING
w / ED ALTMAN
Location: Ringwood NJ
Contact Dan Pienciak

P.O. Box 122
Ocean Grove,NJ 07756
Phone: (732) 988-5865
e-mail: wakeupdaniel@aol.com

Seijaku Teacher Training Fee:
Auditing Seijaku Teachers:

1
Ioct.
i r8
Ithru
Iro,
I2oo2
1
t
1

s300
s20Registration by Aug.'l, 2OO2:

No n-U.S. Teachers' fee:

TCC TEACHER TRAINING
w / ED ALTMAN
Location: Edmonton, AB CANADA
Contact: MargoCarpenter

5360
5270

*"_i
I
I
I
!
i
I 27,

TCC TEACHER TRAINING
w/EDALTMAN
Location: Ringwood, NJ
Contact Dan Pienciak

P.O. Box 122
Ocean Grove, NJ 07756
Phone: (732) 988-5865
e-mail: wakeupdaniel@aol.com

TCC Teacher Training Fee: s4s0

TCCWORKSHOP (eam - 5pm)
w/PAMTOWNE

TCC TEACHER PREP WORKSHOP (e:30am - 3pm)
w/PAMTOWNE
Location: Bethesda, MD (Wash. DC Area)
Contact: Dale Buchanan

502-A 2nd st., SE
Washington, DC 20003
Phone: (2O2)546-3131
e-mail: dalebuchanan@aol.com

14,

2002

ICC Teacher Training Fee:

TCCWORKSHOP
w / SANDY McALISTER
Location: Roswell,GA
Contact ConstanceFraatz

12311 Aspen Dr.W
Edmonton,AB T6J2B6
CANADA
Phone: (780)434-9433
e-mail: carpkids@telusplanet.net

s4s0

132 Junaluska Dr.
Woodstock,GA 30188

Sheryl Adair, (404) 497-0252
Gwen White, (770) 594-1720

Nov.
10,
2002

-or-
-or-

TCC Workhop fee (students):
TCC Workshop fee (teachers):

570
sss

TCC Workshop fee:
TCC Teacher Prep fee:
Discounted rate for both days:

56s
s45
5100

(Note: Teachers receive 55 off their fee for each
student they bring) (Note: Both events ore open to students and

teachers. Teachers are encouraged to attend with
their candidates. Space is limited to only 35
attendees)
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Nov.
16,
2002

TCC TEACHER RENEWAL (9am - 4pm)
w/PAMTOWNE
Location: Albuquerque,NM
Contact For the NM TCC Center:

Ann Rutherford
1534 Wagon Train SE
AlbuquerqueNM 87123
Ann's Phone: (505) 292-51'14
e-mail: ruthergary@aol.com

Attendance Fee: s40

Nov.
1 8

TCC TEACHER TRAINING
w/PAMTOWNE
Location: Albuquerque,NM
Contact: For the NM TCC Center

Ann Rutherford
l534WagonTrain SE
Albuquerque, NM 87123
Ann's Phone: (505) 292-5114
e-mai l: ruthergary@aol.com

TCCTeacherTraining Fee: 5450

(Note: Auditing teachers are highly encouroged to
attend the one-day renewal on Nov.l6th to better
be ready to assist teocher candidates during the
weeklong training.)

23,
2002

2002

DAY OF "JOY THRU MOVEMENT"
CELEBRATIN G T' AI CHt CHIH PRACTICE
Location: Worldwide

Justin Stone is the Originatot of T'ai Chi Chih! JoyThru Movement
Ed Altman is the Head of the T'ai Chi Chih Community

Sandy McAlister and Pam Towne are T'ai Chi Chih Teacher Trainers
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lEditort Note: ln the last issue of lhe
Vital Force, Ed Altman, Head of the
T'ai Chi Chih Community, updated us
all on the troubling fact thaL despite
consistent efforts on his part, and on
the part of so many conscientious
teachers in the community, ill-pre-
pared candidates continue to be
referred to teacher training courses,
and the deferral rate remains steady
at about T2Voper yeas.

ln his article, he proposed the possi-
bility of requiring candidates to pro-
duce a homemade videotape of
themselves doing their practice to be
submitted to a teacher trainer and
evaluated for competency to attend
a future teacher training. A separate
charge of 550-75 would have to be
paid by the candidate to compensate
the trainer for the time involved in
watching and evaluating the tape.

He ended the article by opening the
discussion to all teachers: How can
we best address this oroblem?

Responses flowed in from all regions
of this country and Canada. They
were varied,and follow on this and
the next nine pages, with a fresh
response from Ed.

He notes that this discussion will be
continued at this year's teachers'con-
ference before he makes any definite
decisions about the new direction he
will go in to address this ongoing
problem. Be sure to attend the con-
ference in San Antonio,TX during the
first weekend in Augus! teachers, so

Teachers respond to request from
Head of the TCC Community about
,problem with deferral rate of 12o/o

e certainly need to do some-
thing to get candidates better

prepared for training. l, for one, am
always surprised when I see candi-
dates arrive without the basics. lt
seems so sad that more focus can't
be spent on what would be such a
wonderful experience in TCC prac-
tice and true teacher training, if
everyone came prepared. I don't
know how anyone can send some-
one to the Albuq. training, especial-
ly, without the basics.

RobertaTaggart
Redondo Beach,CA

. . . Ed, you really have a situation
to address that does not seem to go
away. There have been many arti-
cles written by you and others con-
cerning teacher preparation. The
info on the web site concerning this
topic is about as explicit as you can
get..... Perhaps a self video of the
candidate practicing TCC could be
sent along with their application
and could el iminate this sort of
thing from happening in the future.
Of course you are not looking for
perfection or none of us would be
teachers. The knowledge gained
from the TeacherTraining week
cannot be measured......Those can-
didates who do not know all  of the
movements or those who seem to
be practicing some other discipl ine
(other than TCC) would be evident
from viewing their video.... Teachers

your input will be heardll I need to realize the importance, practicing TCC. This is not a punish-
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actually the necessity. of auditing
teacher trainings. lt is so unfair to
the candidate to be sent unpre-
pared. They rely on their teacher's
judgment and trust that they are
prepared adequately. They know no
difference.

There are apparently manyTCC
teachers out there who need drastic
correction in their practice. lt will
just take more time. You have
helped so many of us take our prac-
t ice to a deeper level and lthink
that you might have to consider
making audits mandatory in some
way - at least requiring that an
audit be attended by the referring
teacher within a two year time
frame prior to referring a candidate
for Teacher Training.

Ed, I wish you well and know that
you wil l f ind the best means to
address this situation. . .

. . . A possibility that has come to
mind concerning teachers audit ing
TCC Teacher Tra i n in9...... The S50
candidate referral fee could be
retained in a fund designated to
assist teachers who are in need of
help in defraying costs (travel,etc.)
in order to audit Teacher Training.

Also,l think i t  is fair to at least ask
those teachers who have not been
active within the TCC Community in
the last _ number of years to
submit a video of their candidate



ment at al l .  This type of cri t ique
would be of considerable value for
that teacher in preparing her/his
candidate. Actually this would be a
gift for both teacher and student.
Because there are already man-
dates (the accreditation process
itself ) in place this seems a reason-
able and practical means in raising
the level of accreditation.

Bitsy LeBlanc
Lake Charles, LA

. . . I have two very serious
Candidates but am honestly a little
reluctant to send them on. I so
appreciate your wanting quali ty but
perhaps you are raising that bar a
little too high...may be the reason
for the 12o/o. Candidates are told
that the week long teacher training
is for them to learn. I cannot believe
that so many of them are so spastic
that they are beyond belief. I think
we should let them grow and stroke
all  that want to make a commit-
ment. After all they shell out about
5500 and have to take a week of
work and be away from families to
become better and accredited.
Asking them to make a video and
pay up to S75 for a review just
appears as a business, moneymak-
ing issue. How about having You,
Pam and Sandy travel around to dif-
ferent cities and review. Come to
Phoenix once a year. This would
certai nly create better "Community"
and you would still be getting paid.
It would keep more people involved
also. I think a lot of people feel they
are on the outside of this Move-
ment. I have elected to just do my
thing quietly without much ruckus.

Please take these comments in
good stride. I love T'aiChiChih
practice and get so much back from
my students so the rewards are
Huge. lwant to go on tel l ing my

students they are doing great and
work with them. I am not sure lwil l
continue to encourage Students to
become Accredited Teachers if we
ask so much more of them than
their sincere, honest, heartfelt
desire...and move really quite well.
Remember they are new. I have
some students (especially older),
whose movements are terrible...
hardly resembleTCC movements. I
never hound them or tell them they
are not doing it  r ight. I  can only
teach and show the proper move-
ments over and over again. The
great thing is these people come
and hug me after classes for their
wonderful experiences...show me
their warm hands.

ln closing, theT'ai Chi Chih practice
is wonderful and I want to see many
people out there sharing the experi-
ence. I want to see a strong com-
munity of teachers that all feel good
about what they are doing. Hope
this makes sense. Again Thanks for
ALL you do. Respectively yours,

Wayne Kipple
Phoenix,AZ

lwanted to send a separate email
I to give you my thoughts about
your considerations regarding enroll-
ment in teacher training courses.

l'm not sure I like the idea of re-
quiring a video of each prospective
candidate. I somehow think that it
puts all the responsibility on you, and
takes it off the teacher sponsors. I
think that when a teacher mentors a
prospective candidate and signs a re-
ferral, it is a great learning experience.

The video seems to me like it would
be a crutch. The teacher would sim-
ply help the student make the video
and then send it in. lf its purpose
was to help the teacher and student
know what to work on (which is the

purpose of preparation courses like
we have here in New Jersey), that
might be helpful.

Perhaps it would be required only
of students who do not choose to,
or cannot attend a formal prepara-
tory course??? (That would really
encourage students to prioritize
attending such programs when
they are available).

While I do see the possible advan-
tages of your idea, based on discus-
sions that you and I had about these
issues this last NJ training, it would
seem to defeat the purpose of teach-
ers learning to take the responsibility
for their students, and to know TCC
better and more deeply themselves!

Antonia and I can certainly play a
more discriminating role in the
future for the trainings here, if that
is what is needed.

As usual, I  am giving you my hon-
est input in the hope that it will be
helpful. I know that as Head of the
TCC Community, you will hear that
and then do what you believe is the
best thing regardless of how I or
others feel about it.

In any event, teacher candidate
preparation definitely needs more
attention.

Are you still considering lowering
the max number of candidates in a
course?

Thanks for all you do!

Dan Pienciak
Ocean Grove, NJ

lEditor's Note: Yes, Ed has lowered
the maximum number of candidates
allowed at a teacher training week to
16 (from 18). This new maximum
began with this calendar year.l
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Community response to issue
1^\n the topic of deferred accredi-
\rrf tations, discussed by you in the
latest Vital Force, I have a thought or
two, having been through the pro-
cess. The first is this. In order to cut
down on under qualified people
showing up at teacher accreditations,
why not institute a process whereby
every candidate would be recom-
mended not only by a primary in-
structor, but also by a consulting in-
structor? This second instructor, not
being connected to the student in the
same way as the primary teacher, is
in a good position, both emotionally
and technically, to pick up on areas
in need of improvement.This second
scrutiny should not pose much of a
problem for anyone's ego if the pro-
cess were routine and across the
board. Teachers themselves are usu-
ally aware of their own need for im-
provement and would want to en-
courage students to benefit from this
second point of view. lt seems to me
that this process would be an effec-
tive screen i n g-teach ing-lea rn ing
mechanism.

lf, nevertheless, an under qualified
student did show up, my suggestion
would be to give the candidate the
negative decision early in the week,
in fact right away, along with the
invitation either to leave, or to stay
and benefit from the training (if the
student was close enough to profi-
cient not to create an obstacle for
others.) Afterward, rather than go
through the soulless process of tap-
ing oneself (soulless both for the
student and the accreditor),1 would
suggest that the candidate work
with another designated instructor
who would be part of a small, spe-
cial ly designated group of teachers
who would finally get the student
up to speed. These sessions of pri-
vate instruction could be fixed at a
price that would adequately com-
pensate the instructor on the one
hand, and give an indication of the

student's resolve on the other.

As mentioned, I see several clear
advantages from this arrangement.
The student benefits from the double
scrutiny, the accreditor benefits from
seeing fewer under qualified students
showing up at accreditations, and the
special teachers and the few deferred
students benefit from the final refin-
ing process. Finally, it draws on the
resources of the Tai Chi Chih com-
munity in a way that I would imag-
ine you, Ed, would appreciate.

Bill Mishler
St. Paul, MN

I know we've heard from Ed and
I others about proper preparation
for teacher training, but I thought ld
offer another perspective, from that
of a well-prepared candidate. Be-
cause I had the opportunity to work
with a very conscientious mentor
(Sharon Sirkis), when I went to
teacher training I was ready. I was
able to not only benefit from, but
also enjoy my teacher-training week,
without all the stress and turmoil
that I know is common among some
teacher candidates. lt was an oppor-
tunity for me to truly deepen my
practice, not relearn the basics. This
is not to say I didn't have concerns
(or emotional upheaval), but I never
felt my getting my accreditation
was in question.

I was a bit surprised by some of
the teacher candidates'lack of prep-
aration. I was aware of candidates
who were struggling with some of
the basic movements. How unfortun-
ate that they were not able to really
enjoy the wonders and depths of
teacher training week without the
incredible stress of "hoping"for ac-
creditation. I certainly don't think at-
tending teacher training unprepared
was doing them any favors. Sadly

enough I was also surprised by some
of the teachers who got their ac-
creditation. The entire T'ai Chi Chih
community only benefits when the
level of teacher proficiency is kept
high. I believe the teacher accredi-
tation certificate is not a prize to be
won, but an honor to be earned.

I felt for Ed being put in the posi-
tion of having to enforce a high
standard when many of the candi-
dates are not prepared. l'm sure no
one wants to be hard nosed about
it. lt should never even come to that.
The mentoring teachers are supposed
to be the first line of the screening
process, approving only those who
can move proficiently (among other
things). l felt  bad for Ed being put in
the position to rectifu what some
mentoring instructors let pass by. lt
didn't seem fair to leave him with
the "dirty" work. l'm sure it was a
very difficult position to be in. I cer-
tainly would not enjoy that position,
but if I were mentoring a teacher
candidate, I would feel it was my
duty to the entire TCC community.

As teachers, we must have the
strength of our own inner sincerity
to keep TCC pure, to have a real res-
pect for this discipline and those who
wil l  be approved to teach it .  lwould
hope that it would become much
more common for teacher training
to be more of an opportunity to fo-
cus on really improving our practices
while learning and experiencing
new ways to share that knowledge
with others; an opportunity for the
crystal clear waters to settle and for
us to truly see what lies deep within
each one of us. What a gift that
focusing can be and an opportunity
for our personal growth as wellas
that of the entire TCC community.

Debbie Cole
Severn, MD
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l 'm writing in response to your
I request in the VFJ about our com-
ments and ideas on deferred
accreditations. Besides, if anyone
asks me to make my voice heard, do
you think l 'm going to pass on that
opportunity? No way!!

Here's an idea that was inspired by
reading about the T'ai Chi Chih
Teacher Candidate Movement
Review Checklist. How about a
Teacher Checklist?

For example, if you are a referring
teacher, ask yourself:

1. Have I gone over the TCC Teacher
Candidate Movement Review
Checklist as outlined on the TCC
website?

2. Do I have the most recently re-
vised edition of the teachers'manu-
al? (2001) lf not, how do I get one?

a. Have I read the section on
Teachers' Preparation as outlined in
the manual? (pages 33-35) Have I
put these principles into practice?

b. Have I instructed my student in
the important points that should be
included in their presentation as
outl ined by the manual? (pages 6-
12)' For example, picking a specific
group and targeting the benefits to
that group. Alsq have I listened to
my student's presentation? Have I
timed my student's presentation?

3. Have I reviewed my notes from
my own teachers'training and/or
subsequent trainings? (i.e. confer-
ences, workshops, renewals, aud its)

4. Have I reviewed past VFJ articles
with tips on sending qualified stu-
dents to a teachers'training? (i.e.
articles by Noel Altman and Sharon
Sirkis, Dec.2000VFJ)

Sorry, I realize this is a shameless
plug, but l just couldn't resist!
Hmmm... another idea here, al l  the
articles could be listed on the web-
site or in a packet for purchase.

This packet could include helpful
articles by you, such as "Softness
and Continuityi and "Patience," (VFJ
June 1999 & Sept.1999). And other
teachers as well.

5. Does my student have a copy of
Justin's book and video?

6. Have I listened to my student
recite the names of the TCC moves
in order, as written in Justin's book?

7. Have I examined my students'
moves outside of class if needed?
(Personally, I have worked on moves
with a student before class, after
class, at their house, basically what-
ever it took! | also like to walk
around all four sides of the student
on occasion to see the weight shift
and other principles from all these
perspectives. I guess my motto is:
Leave no stone unturned!)

Sharon Sirkis
Columbia, MD

* Put together a training video for
teacher prep. (Charge teachers for it)

Include your talk on importance of
being prepared for training & the
consequences of not being pre-
pared.

" With each of your points show
examples, e.g. connecting arms to
T'an T'ien

Student with no connection

Student with beginnings of

connection

- Teacher candidate level correction

- Seasoned teacher level correction

* State clearly on video what hap-
pens at teacher training.

At the Teacher Training:

lf the candidate has less than
teacher candidate skills, give them a
written assessment and send them
to work with one of the auditors.

lf after three days they still are not
at candidate levelthey understand
that they get deferred teacher sta-
tus but can still stay for rest of
Training

* No teacher training time is spent
discussing how bad people's skills
are. Focus is on expanding the
potential of what is already present
in students: demonstration of next
levelgromh (from here....to here)

* Embody & sunshine: joyful, gentle,
serene and warm.

Provide allthe opportunities you
do presently without the stated
time pressure on the students.
Invite them to attend [optional]
morning & evening sessions
because they're joyous and an
opportunity to spend time with a
variety of experienced teachers and
pick up teaching t ips.

Please forgive me if l've over-
stepped my bounds. The teacher's
training is so important and you put
so much effort into it. These sug-
gestions are given to polish what is
already a great jewel.

Dorlene Karasik
Saratoga,CA
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. . . As a teacher I like the idea of
having the potential candidate
send a video to you for feedback. lt
would be helpful information for me,
as well as the student. I am sure it
would also eliminate the number of
deferrals you have to give which
would make it easier on everyone
concerned. I don't know how it
would be for the student. lt might
be a bit intimidating, but at the
same time I think they would prob-
ably do it if they were serious about
becoming a teacher. lt certainly is
worth a try.

SnWandaWetli
Tipton,lN

. . . I was thinking about the
accreditation process and have
some thoughts to share with you.
l'm certain you have considered
most of them, if not all of them, but
wanted to weigh in at this point.

I believe we are facing a crossroads
here of a group (l was tempted to
say organization) beginning to grow
to the point where we wil l  (1) have
to implement some organizational
structure that we have been reluc-
tant to do in the past, or (2) be re-
signed to the fact that we are not
functioning at the most efficient
level. The accreditation process is
evidence of that dilemma.

By requiring a tape of candidates,
you will step up the requirements.
There is no doubt that the training
process will run much more effi-
ciently and al l  of the candidates wil l
gain the maximum from it.  I  think
back to mine and realize what we
missed as you were having to work
with [one of the candidates]. What
we did not discuss was what we
gained from that process as future
teachers. I saw you being compas-

sionate, the consumate teacher, and
exhibit ing the strength and com-
mitment to the form that said we
wouldn't take less than enough.

I have thought of that attitude as I
almost gave up on students who
were not quite where I knew they
could be. lt would be easy to say it
didn't matter. These are just stu-
dents and l'm not getting paid that
much to put forth a lot of individual
effort with them in a large class.
However if we are loyal to our stu-
dents and committed to their
progress and achievement, we will
put that extra effort forth. Those of
us in the Edmonton training saw
and felt that in action. No, we didn't
get to do some of the things that
we would have liked. All trainings
are not perfect....or aren't they?
Were there other lessons we
learned that those in classes that
"run more smoothly" didn't?

I would suggest that we could
ratchet up the requirements by
requiring two teachers recommend
each student. One teacher must be
one who has sent successful students
within the past five years (or three or
whatever you want). The other
could be any teacher. What this al-
lows is the other teacher to have a
check in place for her or his teacher
preparation process. lt also requires
that the successful teacher contin-
ue to work to place teachers for
accreditation and, thus, the check
on these teachers occurs also.

This might place a burden on can-
didates who live in remote places,
but they are traveling to an accredi-
tat ion site anyway, and could easily
spend a weekend with a teacher in
another town if they need to. I
know those of us in the St. Louis
community would house those
needing f inancial assistance for a

situation such as this.

lf you have to commit more hours
to examining videos you are going
to have fewer hours to devote else-
where. lf you decide to go the
video route, you will be taking a
step toward the institutionalizing or
formal organization of the group.
This may well be where Justin/youl
we want to go or need to go, but
let's take that step with the vision
of exactly where it will lead us and
the ramifications it will mean for
the other parts of the organization.
Thanks for listening. I look forward
to seeing you in May.

Marty Henry,Ed.D.
St.Louis, MO

Ed,. .  .  I  have been giving some
l-thought to your questions and
know that you are wil l ing to l isten
to my open, honest and direct feed-
back. I have reflected, meditated
and generally contemplated the sit-
uation since reading your email and
also since hearing about the de-
ferrals from Margo. Here are my
thoughts and questions:

It seems that having applicants
send in videos is addressing the
symptom rather than the real prob-
lem...The real problem being teach-
ers who are not knowledgeable
about the meaning of the criteria
for preparation of candidates,
teachers who do not realize/recog-
nize the implications of recom-
mending a candidate who is not
adequately prepared, and/or teach-
ers who are knowledgeable about
the criteria but have difficulty
applying the criteria, that is, saying
NO YOU ARE NOTYET READY FOR
TEACHER TRAINING.

Do you personally want to take
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on the responsibility of reviewing
all the videos of candidates prior to
a training? lt  seems l ike a monumen-
tal task! In addition, where does that
leave the role of the teachers? Why
would a teacher need to bother put-
ting much effort into the preparation
of an applicant when he/she knows
that there is another levil of screen-
ing that takes place and that wil l  be
the f inal decision. I think this would
create a'bottleneck' effect.

I would suggest that the place to
start is with the teachers, ensuring
that teachers know the criteria for
recommendation, how to apply
them and develop ski l ls in being
assertive (not aggressive) in apply-
ing these criteria. How does one
ensure this? | would suggest a con-
t inuing education requirement for
all teachers, This takes me back to
the grid that I shared with you tvvo
years ago, a grid that identifies lev-
els from practitioner, teacher,
advanced teacher. This grid was in
its mere infancy stages when I
showed showed it to you, but I
think that it could be resurrected
and worked on to address the
needs that have arisen.

lf teachers were required to attend
a teacher's conference and/or assist
at a training at least once every
three years (this would be a mini-
mum),this would be a way to
ensure that teachers are kept up to
date regarding the requirements
for recommendation. This topic
could be an annual session at the
teacher's conference with a focus
on educating teachers about the
criteria and how they are applied.
Telling teachers that the standards
have been raised does not let them
know specifically what this means.
There could be some fun and inter-
esting ways to conduct such a ses-
sion that would include actual sce-

narios that teachers have encoun-
tered when recommending a stu-
dent and how they did/could han-
dle this (effective communication
a nd observation ski l ls), discussion
of the criteria and what they mean
(you do a wonderfuljob of clarify-
ing this at the teacher's training
when you review the movements),
sharing of scenarios that have
occurred when a student arrives at
teacher training and is not pre-
pared- maybe even have some
students write about their experi-
ence of receiving a deferral so
teachers can feel the impact that
their decision has on the candidate.

Additional ways that the teacher
could receive feedback include:

1. give specific written feedback to
the student regarding the areas he/
she needs to improve with a copy
to the recommending teacher who
then would work with the student

2. have the deferred student go
back to the recommending teacher
for further assistance.

3. ask the teacher to send in a video
of her/his own practice and use this
as an opportunity to teach the
teacher through the eyes of the cri-
teria - when the teacher has
referred a deferred student.

4. have the deferred student video-
tape self and have recommending
teacher critique student according
to the recommending criteria; Ed
review the tape and critique and
give feedback to studen! have the
teacher review her/his feedback,
based on the feedback given re:
the tape; then review the teacher's
crit ique and comparison - provide
written and verbal (teacher pay for
the phone call) feedback to the
teacher re: her/his critique and

what could be done to improve the
teacher's application of the criteria.
This places the main responsibi l i ty
on the teacher and student, which
is where I think the responsibi l i ty
needs to be, and places you (OR
some designated teacher tutors)
the role of mentors.

I think that focusing on improving
the education, understanding and
experience of the teachers would
place the responsibility where I
believe it was originally intended to
be and would al low your posit ion
as Head of the TCC Community and
teacher trainer to stay focused on
its primary role - preparing quali-
fied teachers.

I think that having videotapes
sent to you prior to teaching train-
ing is taking the responsibi l i ty of
preparing candidates adequately
for the training and moving it from
a broad base to a narrory top heavy
position - you know what hap-
pens in industry when one person
has al l the responsibi l i ty pushed up
to her/him...l don't think it would
be a healthy approach for the TCC
community or for you.

You might consider this approach
(using the videotape), as an interim
approach, if there seems to be a
teacher with whom referral of an
unprepared student is a repeated
concern - then maybe the "tutor-
ing the teacher"approach could be
used as a specific response.

lwil l  stop now & if  you would l ike
to discuss this further, I would be
happy to do so. I don't want to be
overwhelming. 5o here are some of
my thoughts and ideas.

Chery Ann Hoffmeyer
Sherwood Park,AB
CANADA
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Teacher recalls previous standards,
suggests two-step process is needed
By Noel Altman

f_f aving audited (and assisted at) 17 TCC teacher
I I training courses in the last five-and-a-half years
(most of them for the entire week), and co-hosted an
18th one, I am drawing from a good deal of first-hand
experience when I make the following comments.

When folks come to their teacher training ill-
equipped, it is very hard on them; their confidence
gets shaken to the core. Emotionally, they become
wrecks, (at least temporarily). Some get quite angry
- at their recommending teacheL at Ed, or at the
course host and auditing teachers. lt's overwhelm-
ing for them. Some come in with the idea that it's a
shoe-in, that they WILL pass, if they just show up and
try.

In the old days, this was true. At my training,
in Octoben 1988, a woman was awarded accredita-
tion who was emotionally fragile at best and did not
know how to perform the second half of the form.
She also didn't know any of the names of the move-
ments. This woman was accredited by Ed's prede-
cessoL not by Justin Stone.

I did audit a couple of trainings that Justin
performed before he retired from doing them. He
was strict,let me tell you, but with a heart. When he
was strict, it was helpful to all the other candidates
and the auditing teachers, as well as the one receiv-
ing the comments. I still remember the lessons he
imparted at those times. I do remember one train-
ing where he did defer someone (although he didn't
use that term). She was a student who had been
coming to him for private lessons prior to the train-
ing. She was a shy lady, I remember that. He
announced on the last day that she would be work-
ing a l itt le longer with him before she would begin
to teach, but that he knew she would make a fine
teacher when she was finally ready.

The point I want to make is that these train-
ings were strict in the beginning. There were defer-
rals. Then the criteria seemed to vanish and every-
one got accredited. Ed has spent the last five-and-a-
half years working to restore the standard Justin set.

The other point ld l ike to make is that having
candidates struggling at a course affects the entire
course. lt affects the other candidates, the auditors,
the course host and the course instructor. Everyone
feels the anguish of the one(s) struggling, (and
struggling unnecessarily, in my opinion). l 'm not
talking about the good kind of breaking down of a
person's form, where they have a breakthrough and
get to a deeper level. These folks are, in some cases,
years away from being able to get to that level of
breakthrough. Everyone loses, is what l'm trying to
say. These courses should be about the transition
from good student to good teacher. Thatt a time
of changing a person's view of themselves, going
from the internal knowledge to external transmis-
sion. l've seen courses with enough folks struggling
that entire topics get eliminated from the course so
more time can be spent on how to move correctly.

I firmly believe that we need to come up with
a way to eliminate the possibil i ty of having candi-
dates show up who are not yet at the level they
need to be. There needs to be a certain criteria met
by candidates before they show up, and it needs to
be a uniform criteria. We need a two-step process of
some sort.

I do like what so many teachers have men-
tioned here in their response - about putting the
responsibility back where it belongs, on the referring
teachers, not on Ed (or Pam or Sandy) who are trying
to achieve a miracle in the 11th hour. This is crazyl
Really! lt is. And, having roomed with Ed at every
training l've attended, I can tell you how much
heartache it is for him to have to tell these folks
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what their own teachers should have told them. lt's
completely unfair to Ed, if you want to know the
truth. We have to come up with a new way.

While I l ike the idea of putting responsibil i ty
back onto the referring teachers, I also feel that that
wil l not be enough. That's the approach Ed has tried
through his educating efforts (in articles for TheVital
Force,as wellas making himself available to commu-
nities for one-day and weekend workshops).

After a referring teacher has done his or her
best to prepare a candidate, it is time to then send
the candidate on to the next level, where they can
be evaluated impartially by a few who all share the
same understanding of the criteria involved.

This "first level" could be an evaluation of
their videotaped form (the least costly version to the
candidate because it involves no travel expenses for
him/her. This is also the most t ime-consuming for
the few number of people doing the evaluations).

Onthe"first level"could be going to meet
with a designated "lead teacher" (for lack of a better
term, at this point) in their state or in a nearby state,
and having their form evaluated in person by the
"lead teacher" using a consistent set of criteria.

I would imagine this might be a two or three
hour consultation, and might involve more than just
looking at how they move. The"lead teacher"would
have to be paid for his/her time, and the candidate
might have travel expenses involved. The "lead
teacher" might say,"Okay, you're ready to go to a
training." Then again, he/she might say,"You're not
readv. and it's qoinq to take and
before I would like to evaluate you again." The work
might be with the "lead teacher" at this point, the
original referring teacher, or it might be for the can-
didate to do alone, or some combination of these
options. Then the candidate comes back again for
another evaluation. You can see how much more
effort and expense this would involve for the candi-
date. But it also might be much more valuable to
the candidate, as well, to get so much one-on-one
help, in person. These are just two ideas for a "first
level" in a two-step process.

The "second level" would be, of course, be
attending a teacher training course.

I think we, as a community, need to change
our expectation of what this training process is all
about. ls it so important that we keep everything as
cheap as possible (a view I sometimes hear)? Or is it
really a privilege to be a TCC teacher; and perfectly
fine to have more steps (and expense) in the
process, so that we can assure that all folks will come
out of their training feeling GREAT about their
accomplishment, and feeling truly equipped to
begin teaching this l i fe-altering discipline?

It allboils down to expectation. The expecta-
tions we, as teachers, impart to our students.

I make a great effort when lteach to convey
to students that it's a lengthy process, with many
levels, before they might be ready to go to a teacher
training. And I tell them outright that it would be a
disservice to them if I sent them before they were
ready. I tell them why. I tell them about some of the
candidates l've seen struggle, and how hard it was
for them. ln the end, I say,"l won't send you before
you're ready. So you'll know when you go, that you
are ready, and you can just enjoy it. lt'll still be work,
but you'll be ready for it."

Once they hear all this, it changes their
expectation of the process. They don't necessarily
like hearing that it'll be years (not months) before
they'll be sent, but I think they come to respect it. As
time goes on for them, and they progress in their
practice, they begin to see for themselves the layers
involved. Then they start to understand in their core
what I was talking about.

There are multiple ways in which we can
create a two-step process, but I believe a two-step
process is what we need. Ed will be leading the
attending teachers at this year's teachers'conference
in a discussion on this topic, and I hope a new
methodology wil l come out of it. The final decision
will be Ed's, but your input is wanted. Please come
offer your vision.
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Head of TCC Community responds

lwant to thank the T'ai Chi Chih teachers who responded
I to my call for feedback on the candidate preparation
process. These comments have led to a very interesting
discussion and I appreciate the diversity of viewpoints
that were expressed.

I believe we need to continue to hold a high stan-
dard for newly accredited T'aiChiChrh teachers because
they represent the future strength of our community. At
this time, I have no intention of raising the standard high-
er, but I would like to see all candidates properly prepared
to meet it. This is why the new"Movement Review Check-
list"was developed to help teachers communicate this
standard with their students. lt is available on our web site,
and I encourage all teachers to begin using it.

Numerous hours were also spent on the subject
of candidate preparation during the recentTeacher
Retreat held in Minnesota. As a result of the discussion, it
is clear that any proposed solution would need to incor-
porate the following elements:

* Referring teachers must continue to be responsible for
candidate preparation

" Candidates need to have their movements thoroughly
reviewed before being allowed to attend a teacher
training course

* The creation of additional bureaucracy should be mini-
mized

" The TeacherTraining course doesn't devote enough
time to future candidate preparation

* Deferrals are time consuming and should be eliminated
completely, if at all possible

It was suggested that the TeacherTraining course
be split into two separate courses to focus on the specific
needs of teacher candidates. The first course, tentatively
called a "T'ai Chi Chrh Intensive'jwould give candidates
and serious students an opportunity to improve their
practice while deepening their understanding of the prin-
ciples of the T'aiChiChrh movements. This course would
be mandatory for all teacher candidates before proceed-
ing on for accreditation. The second course,"T'oiChi Chih
TeacherTraining," would focus on providing further
movement instruction as well as in-depth training in how
to teach the T'ai Chi Chih movements. This course would , Antonio. I hope all teachers will plan to participate.

include presentations, detailed instruction on teaching,
and devote much more time to the subject of future can-
didate preparation.

As stated earlier, the T'ai Chi Chih Intensive would
be required before enrolling in a Teacher Training course.
The lntensive course would also be open to students who
are serious about their practice, but who may not want to
become accredited to teach. Students would still need to
be properly prepared and formally referred by an accred-
ited teacher before being allowed to enroll in this course.
When students successfully complete the lntensive course
they would receive a recommendation from the Teacher
Trainer,which would be valid for nine months. During
that time, these candidates would be eligible to attend a
T'ai ChiChih TeacherTraining course to complete the ac-
creditation process. Students who want to become ac-
credited but do not move properly would need to repeat
the Intensive course as many times as necessary until they
receive their recommendation. There would be no"defer-
ral" process for the Intensive course, and there would be
no limit to the number of times it could be repeated.

Of all the ideas l've heard on the subject, separat-
ing theTeacherTraining course into two courses is the
most favorable. lt also creates the fewest problems of any
proposed solution while addressing many of the prob-
lems that face our community. This change would
increase the costs of becoming accredited, and candi-
dates would need to devote more time to the process.
However, I believe this proposal would reduce the pres-
sure many candidates feel by ensuring their level of
preparation prior to going through the formalTeacher
Training course. This would allow the community to con-
tinue to hold a high standard for new teachers while
allowing everyone a chance to become a teacher who
feels called in this direction.

I am grateful to TheVitol Force for publishing our
discussion and for serving as a forum for new ideas that
are critical to the growth and integrity of the T'oiChiChih
community. Obviously, there is much more to this idea
than can be discussed in a single article, and I look for-
ward to exploring this in more depth in a paneldiscus-
sion at the T'ai ChiChih Teachers'Conference in San

By Ed Altman
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Letter from the Editor
continued from page 2

to get ahold of him more

have one more thing to at least place in the back of your mind for future consideration. As the residentTCC
on the island of Kauai (aside from Ed),1 am going to plan on hosting Ed for a student/teacher retreot on

ri (or a neighboring island), hopefully in May or June of next year. Once our relocation is complete,lwill
work in scouting places. Watch The Vital Force for details!

will Vital Force Association members be affected by our move? Hordly at all,l am glad to report. Al-
I will continue to lay out, edit and produce each issue from Kauai, we will continue to print the issues in

NM. LocalTCC teacher Marjie Bassler has agreed to become the newestYFJ staff member, and
is will mean that theVFJ mailings and the printing and shipping of the issues can continue from Albuquerque.

iie will deposit member subscription fees into our bank account throughout the quarter, as well as be my
"eyes" in the detailed work of verifying quality in the printing production of our issues. She will work intensively
the week prior to each mailing, (and the Monday afte) and will run the actual"moilings'! Continuing to have
issues shipped from this fairly central location in the U.S. (versus an island in the Pacific Ocean) will keep our
delivery times in the reasonable range for most members. Marjie's training began in May and continued
through the shipping of this issue. The next mailing will be her first in charge. Please join me in thanking Marjie
ond the AlbuquerqueYFJ volunteers who will continue to get these issues out each quarter! Also.lwould like to

The only change (caused by our move) that you will see asVital Force Association members will be when you
submit a hard-copy submission for publication (either on article or poem or photographs). lwillestoblish a P.O.
Box in Kouai for these sorts of submissions, and will announce it in the next issue. E-mailed submissions will

to go to the same address listed on the"Contacts" page of every issue. My contact phone number will
change and will be listed in the next issue.

have onother big changeto announcewhichwill affect oll members: lam pushing the issue months of
tion out by one month in every case. Beginning with this issue,they will become: July.October,January

With all of the detoils of our out-of-continent move,l was unable to begin work on this issue until too
in the quarter to make the June shipping date. So,l decided to take advantage of this timing to make the

. lt is something I have considered in prior years. lt will remedy a couple of ongoing problems I have
in the last three-and-o-half years as editor. 1) I will now be able to fully cover the teachers'conference

one issue, the October one, instead of having to spread the coverage over two issues, as I did previously (Sept.
Dec.), due to the tight time frame following each year's conference to make my press deadline. Also,this will

the amount of stress involved. 2) By shipping an issue ond the annualTeachers'Directory in January,
tead of December,we will avoid the delays in delivery caused by the huge influx of holiday mail in November

December. Steps have been taken to extend each member'sYFJ expiration date by one month, so that no
will lose out on receiving any paid-for issues. ln addition,WEB expiration dates have also been extended for

teacher members whose WEB expirotion dates equal theirVFJ expiration dates. We don't want anyone to roll off
the website listing before they've paid their renewal,ond this will avoid that potential problem. Those teachers
with WEB expiration dotes greater than theirYFJ expiration dates did not need ony change, and none was

Thanks to VFJ Staff Member Ed Altman who made these chanaes to ourVFJ dalabaSe.
Noel Altman, Editor
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News Shorts
Publication months change for
The Vital Force quarterly journal
This issue begins a change in the publishing schedule
for The Vital Force, Journal of the T'ai ChiChih Community.
The months of publication have been changed by one
month - from March, June, September and December
to April, July, October and January.

This decision was made to better accommodate the enor-
mous amount of feedback that has been generated after
each teachers'conference for the last three years. Due to
crunching press deadlines and longer art icles tr ickl ing in
over several weeks, I have had to extend the coverage into
the December issue on an event that took place in August.
Because the articles are valuable and thoughtful, I want to
publish them, but, as editor; I would much rather cover the
conference entirely in the issue following the actual con-
ference. Going to October as the month of shipping for
that coverage will allow me the time following each con-
ference to complete the issue in a thorough manner, and
not be under extreme stress to do it. We also anticipate
January being a better shipping month for an issue than
December (which is flooded every year with holiday mail).
The Teachers'Directory will be shipped in January from
now on, not in December, for the same reason.

To ensure that no member loses any paid-for issues of
their membership,we have converted theVFJ expiration
dates for every active Vital Force Association member in
the database. We have extended them by one month.
In addition, any teachers with a website expiration date
equal to their VFJ expiration date (before the change-
over) have also had that date extended by one month,
thereby receiving an extra month of service for free.
Teachers whose website expiration date is already
greater than their VF-l expiration date did not need any
change to their website expiration date.

Please note the chanoes to submission deadlines on
page 30. Note that they are not uniform! The January
issue wil l  have a much earl ier deadline than the other
quarters to allow for scheduled time off for myself
around theThanksgiving, Christmas and New Year's holi-
days. ln other words, I will have to begin much earlier
that quarter to get the issue far enough along to be able
to enjoy the holidays later in the quarter. Always know
that with a simple phone call  or e-mail to me, I can often

plan for an article to come in later in the quarter (which
is sometimes necessary due to the timing of an event,
for instance). But contact me by the submission dead-
line, so I can consider it in advance. Thanks much!

-  NoelAl tman

San Antonio,TX teachers ready for
teachers' conference in August
Greetings! We are excited about the upcoming Teachers'
Conference, August 14,2002, here in San Antonio. This
will be a first for our city and we want it to be very
enjoyable for each participant. Over 100 teachers have
registered thus far and some have volunteered to assist
the process. We are grateful. There is room for more.
There is room for YOU!

The full-bodied schedule will allow time to experience
the Latin flavor of our multi-cultural old city. The cam-
pus of the University of the Incarnate Word is located at
the headwaters of the San Antonio River; not far from
the center of town. Evening weather is usually very
pleasant, a good time to explore colorful San Antonio.

The schedule will also include opportunities to improve
our own practice, to sharpen our teaching skills, and to
talk about how we can best prepare students for teacher
accreditat ion. Also, a highlight wil l  be sharing how to
develop localT'aiChiChih communities in each area.
There will be time for sharing stories, hopes and dreams.
So,jot down some ideas worth repeating and bring
them with you. We look forward to counting YOU
among the registrants.

- Sr. Alice Holden, CCVI

Albuquerque training unique
T'ai ChiChih Teachers Training in Albuquerque is a
unique experience: Candidates wil l  not only meet and
receive movement tips from the originator of the f'ai
Chi Chih discipline, Justin Stone, but will also celebrate
his birthday on Friday Nov.22nd. The training wil l  take
place at ourT'aiChiChih Center which has the perfect
ambiance for sinking into the essence of TCC practice!
We look forward to graduating a new crop of teachers!
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Karmic Komments
from Good Karma Publishing,Inc.
P.O. Box 511, Ft. Yates, ND 58538
Jean Katus, Publisher

License agreement
We are stil l in process of preparing the license agreement for using theT'aiChiChrh name, which has been trademarked. When it
is ready, we will mail it to each accredited teacher to sign and return. lt is a short, straightforward document that will have a letter
of instruction included. We appreciate your willingness to help us follow the regulations set forth by the U.S.Trademark Office.

Discover
Good Karma is now set up to accept Discover credit card payments, in addition to Visa and MasterCard, which we've had for a
long time. We are happy to add this service for those who prefer using the Discover card. A reminder about credit cards in gen-
eral: whenever your information changes (new expiration date, different card number), you need to let us know so we can keep
our files current. Credit card information is safe to leave on the telephone voice mail, the fax machine, or via postal mail. Do NOT
leave that information on Jean's personal e-mail because it's not secured.

Priority shipping
In the last two issues of theVital Force Journol,we have inserted the current price lisVorder form. We generally use media mail
shipping through the postal service, but we realize that sometimes teachers need to receive their materials more quickly than
this method allows. We have now instituted a priority shipping schedule that usually takes about three days,though it's not
guaranteed. For those who want this chart as an additional reference, you can request that we e-mail or send you a copy of it.
For e-mail, you can send Jean a message at jkatus@aol.com. When you order, it is important to indicate if you want your order
sent priority. We often get messages to "send the order as quickly as possible," but we do not know if that means it's all right to
ship via media mail (which can take up to two weeks) or if we should ship priority. The cost is higher than media mail.

Update on translations
As you know, the Spanish translation insert of the T'ai Chi Chih! Joy thru Movement text has been available for some time. We are
continuing to work on translations in other languages and will notifo the community as others become available. By the time
this issue of the VFJ goes to press, the ltalian translation will l ikely be ready for purchase. Our sincere thank to Cristina Minelli,
who did the initial work and revisions; to Renza Baker, who assisted with revisions; and to Rachele Duke, who edited the transla-
tion. Without such dedication from the two accredited T'ai Chi Chih teachers who got the project off the ground, particularly
Cristina, such dreams would be unable to become realities.

Canada
BC,Victoria

United States
CA, Hayward
CA, El Cajon
CA,Camarillo
CO, Denver
MN, St. Paul
MN, Bemidji
MO,5t. Louis
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NM,Albuquerque
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SUBMISSIONS:

EDITING POLICY:

MEMBERSHIPS:

TCC TEACHERS'
DIRECTORY:

WHEN MOVING:

The Vital Force invites letters, articles, news briefs, poetry, original artwork and photography.
Written submissions should be typed. All submissions must indicate the full name and complete
address of the person submitting them to be considered for publication.

The Vital Force has a text scanner which allows us to process typed submissions much more
efficiently. Unfortunately, hand-written submissions must still be typed in manually and are prone to
human error. Mail or e-mail your submissions. (See"Contact Information"on opposite page.)
Students, please indicate who your T'aiChiChih teacher is with your submission.

"But if you turn your eyes within yourselves
And testify to the truth of Self-nature-
The Self-nature that is no-nature,
You will have gone beyond the ken of
sophisty."

--"ZAZENWASAN /The Song of Zazen"by Hakuin,
A Flower Does NotTalk by Abbot Zenkei Shibayama

The editing policy of Tl,re Vital Force is to leave written submissions as intact as possible in order to
preserve the original voice of the writer. Therefore, editing will be minimal, unless explicitly re-
quested otherwise by the writer, or unless the meaning is unclear. The editing term "sic" will NOT
be used to point out errors. Due to space limitations, submissions may have to be shortened, although
it is hoped this will be rare.

With the exception of converting T'aiChiChih from a noun to an adjective (required by U.S.Trademark
law), when an addition or substitution for a word or words in the original text has been made, brackets:
[ ] will be used to enclose the change, rather than parentheses, which some writers like using. lf an
omission is made of more than a word or two due to unrelated content (in a letter, for instance) or space
limitations, it will be shown by the following version of ellipsis: . . . This is so as not to be confused
when the following: ....... is used by a writer to show a lapse in time, a long pause or change in topic.

The Vttal Force is published quarterly and bulk-mailed to Association members in the U.S. during
the first or second weeks of January, April, July and October. Generally, the mailing time is 2 - 4 weeks.
U.S. First Class and international delivery can be ordered for an extra fee and post on the same sched-
ule noted above. (See Page 2 for details).

Please allow 8 weeks notice and provide complete old and new addresses. Because The Vital
Force has "return service requested" with the U.S. Post Office, an undeliverable issue or Teachers'
Directory is returned to us with a charge for the First Class cost to return it (approximately S 1.25 -
52.50, depending on the weight). Then, if we mail out a new one, it goes First Class (because a bulk
mailing requires 200 pieces), resulting in further expense of S1.25 - S2.50. Please help us avoid this
unnecessary and wasteful expense-send in your change of address information early!

T'ai ChiChrh Teachers'Directory is for referral and communication purposes among accredited f'ai
Chth teachers. lt is not to be used or sold as a mailing list. Updates are published on insert

in each issue of The Vital Force. Send your changes to the address on the opposite page.
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Justin Stone
Originator of T'ai Chi Chih!JoyThru Movement
PO.Box 23212 Albuquerque ,NM 87192-1212

Ed Altman
Head of the T'ai Chi Chih!Community
P.O. Box 23068 Albuquerque NM 87192-1068

Send submissions for
publication by standard mail
or e-mail to:

TheVital Force
Attn: Editor
P.O. Box 23068
Albuquerque, NM
87792-r068

VFJSubmissions@earthlink.net

Noel Altman
Editor
(sos) 294-906s

PamTowne
TCCTeacherTrainer
107 Calle Vista
Camarillo, CA 93010-171 1
(805) 987-3607

Sandy McAlister
TCCTeacher Trainer
24835 Second St.
Hayward,CA 94541
(510) 582-2238

THE VITAL FORCE/ournal of the T'ai Chi Chih@ Community Please print clearly. MEMBERSHIP FORM

(  )Renewal  (  )New

Name Phone (

Address

1 .

2.

r.!lt
iIJ

i.i

E-mail

zip

3. (  )AccreditedTCCTeacher- Areyou: (  )Act ive (  ) lnact ive (  )Wil l ingtotravel

Membership includes Teachers'Directory_yea(s) @ 530.00 / yr

Do you want your name, phone number and e-mail address (if applicable) included on the
T'aiChiChih community website (www.taichichih.org) yea(s) @ 55 /yr

( ) Student / lnterested person year(s) @ 525.00 / yr

) First Class Delivery in U.5. additional 55.00 / yr

) Out of U.S. Delivery additional St O.OO / yr

5. ( ) Donation for funding VFJ projects: outreach and referral activities

Make check or money order in U.S.dollars payable to:

Tlee Vital Force
P.O. Box 23068
Albuquerque, NM 871 92-1 068

=s

- 5

-5

=s

TOTAL - S

don't
words "U.5. Dollars" or "U.5. Funds" on o personal check as

bank won't honor the requested conversion.

4 . (

(

- 5

-s
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The Lighter Side...

. '1, '

i. iiir
lEditort Note: lf you have a funny story to tell regarding
yout T'ai Chi Chih prart;ice or teaching; write it up and
send lt in for,"The Lighter Side..,'rnl

; i

-Sharoin S:iikti
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